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Introductory Graphs-1

1. Elementary Combinatorics.

Graphs

Depicting information in the form of vertices and edges that connect these vertices can lead to
solutions of problems.

Example 1. There are 9 houses in the village. It is known that Peter has neighbors
Ivan and Anton, Maxims neighbors are Ivan and Sergey, Viktor - Dima and Nikita, Evgeny is
Nikitas neighbor, and there are no more neighbors in this village (gardens that have a common
fence section are considered neighboring). Can Peter get to Nikita with apples cuttings across
gardens? Solution 1 Let the houses be vertices and they are connected by edges if they are
neighbours. This leads to a graph. Can we find a path from Peter to Nikita? Example 2 In
three adjacent vertices of the pentagon are placed three chips (see. Fig. 1). It is allowed to
move them diagonally into the free vertex. Is it possible by such actions to ensure that one of
the chips returns to its original place, and the other two swap places (see fig. 2)? Solution 2
No, it is not possible. Note that the diagonals of the pentagon form one closed loop. We can
imagine that the chips are buttons strung on a thread (see Fig. 3). It is clear that if you move
buttons on the string (this follows the conditions set in the problem), then you can not swap
two buttons. This example repeats the same idea: portray the situation of the problem in the
form of a figur and this can lead to more sophisticated reasoning.

Definition of degree or order of a vertex: is simply the number of edges that emerge from
a vertex. It is called an odd vertex if the degree is odd and even if the degree is even. for
example, see fig 4, vertex A has degree 3, vertex B is degree 2, vertex C is degree 1.

Figure 1: Figure 2:

Figure 3: Figure 4:

Tasks Task 1) Between the 9 planets of the solar system is introduced a space travel. Rockets
fly along the following routes: Earth - Mercury, Pluto - Venus, Earth - Pluto, Pluto - Mercury,
Mercury - Venus, Uranus - Neptune, Neptune - Saturn, Saturn - Jupiter, Jupiter - Mars and
Mars - Uranus. Is it possible to get from Earth to Mars? Task 2) Four chess knights - two
black and two white - are located in the corner cells of the 3 × 3 chess board, white and black
on the top corners and black and white in the bottom corners. The knights can move to free
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cells according to the usual rules. Is it possible to make white horses in the upper corners, and
black horses in the lower corners? Task 3)Is it possible to write numbers from 0 to 9 in a row
so that the sum of any two adjacent figures is divided by either 5, or 7, or 13? Task 4)a) In a
company of 50 computers, some pairs of computers must be connected by cables. From each
computer must emerge 8 cables. How many cables will we need ? b) In the graph there are 40
vertices, each degree 7. How many edges are there in the graph? c) At the concert, two artists
performed each song, and no couple performed together more than once.In total there were 12
artists, each performed 5 times. How many songs were there? Task 5) There are 15 cities in
the country, each of which is connected roads with at least seven others. Prove that from any
city you can get to any other (perhaps driving through other cities). Task 6)At the disco each
boy danced exactly with ten girls, and each girl exactly with nine boys. Who was more: boys
or girls?


